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National and Sub-National Social Distancing 
Responses to COVID-19 

Abstract 

This paper examines the effectiveness of sub-national actions to control a novel disease, such as 
COVID-19, in the absence of a national policy. Evidence is emerging that countries where sub-
national governments have undertaken unilateral social distancing measures to combat the 
pandemic with little or no coordination have performed less well in controlling the spread of the 
disease. We explore analytically whether agreement on a common social distancing policy 
among sub-national governments, i.e. states or provinces, can lead to a better outcome than if 
each state or province pursues its own social distancing policy in isolation. A key feature of our 
model is that it accounts for the inter-jurisdictional spillover effects of each sub-national 
jurisdiction’s policy choice with respect to social distancing. Our results show that, in the 
absence of a national mandatory agreement, a sub-national agreement with sufficient 
coordination of social distancing policy among states yields a more effective and efficient 
control of a pandemic compared to states choosing policy unilaterally. These findings strongly 
support calls for greater cooperation among and assistance for sub-national governments to 
improve the effectiveness of their social distancing efforts in controlling the pandemic. 
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1. Introduction 

 In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, national and subnational governments have 
adopted a wide range of policies and targeted actions to cope with the public health 
emergency and its economic impact (Hale et al. 2020a). Among these, the dominant public 
health strategy has been social distancing (Cheng et al. 2020; GMF Experts 2020; Imai et al. 
2020; Nouvellet et al. 2020). Such actions include physical distancing rules, stay-at home 
orders, school closures, lockdowns, curfews, closing of non-essential businesses, banning of 
mass gatherings, quarantining and similar regulations to restrict person-to-person contact 
(Cheng et al. 2020).  Preliminary evidence suggests that social distancing actions have been 
effective in controlling the spread of COVID-19 (Chu et al. 2020; Imai et al. 2020; Nouvellet 
et al. 2020).1 

When designing and implementing social-distancing policies within countries, a key 
consideration is the presence of inter-jurisdictional spillovers.  In the Spring and Summer 
of 2020, such spillovers were prominent among the various states in the US. For example, 
the spring lockdown in New York and other northeastern states benefited residents in 
Florida (and elsewhere) who did not adopt such stringent social distancing policies to 
control the coronavirus locally.  However, the continuing absence of a lockdown in Florida 
well into Summer 2020 will likely lead to health and economic costs in New York and other 
states later on.   

Such inter-jurisdictional spillovers suggest a strong case for setting social-distancing 
policies at a national scale.  Unfortunately, most public health actions to date have been 
instigated or enforced by sub-national governments.  One reason is that sub-national 
governments in most countries are responsible for the provision of essential public goods 
such as health, public order and safety or social protection, which are essential for 
combatting pandemics.  Another reason is that COVID-19 impacts have varied significantly 
across regions within countries, so subnational governments have often needed to 
interpret, modify and adapt national social distancing guidelines and policies to suit local 
and regional conditions (Cheng et al. 2020; OECD 2020a; OECD 2020b).2  The absence of 
binding national policies raises important policy questions.  Can sub-national actions be an 
effective replacement in controlling the outbreak of a disease? To what extent can policy 
coordination of social distancing among sub-national jurisdictions approximate the 

                                                           
1 For example, an analysis of 172 observational studies across 16 countries and six continents indicates that 
physical distancing of at least one meter proved strongly correlated with reducing person-to-person transmission, 
and distances of two meters could be more effective (Chu et al. 2020).  These outcomes accord with basic 
theoretical models of disease outbreak, which predict that when a novel virus epidemic occurs, such as COVID-19, 
and no vaccine will be available until years later, the primary policy option available is to reduce human contact 
through social distancing (Cobey 2020; Eubank et al. 2020; Ferguson et al. 2020). 
2 Also, in countries that have a federal or quasi-federal system of government, public health decisions including 
social distancing polices, are either jointly shared with or largely the responsibility of states and provinces (Büthe 
et al. 2020; Leland et al. 2020; OECD 2020b; Spicer et al. 2010). For example, in Germany social distancing and 
lockdown decisions is taken at the state or local level and not federally, and in the United States, there is no 
commonly adopted approach among the 50 states and only social distancing guidelines by the federal government 
(OECD 2020b). 
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outcome of an effective national policy?  How does the effectiveness of sub-national action 
change when some states or provinces refuse to participate?  

To our knowledge, this is the first paper to explore analytically whether agreement 
on a common social distancing policy among sub-national governments, i.e. states or 
provinces, can lead to a more effective national outcome than if each state or province 
pursues its own policy in isolation.  To set the stage, we first develop a simple model to 
demonstrate the public health case for adopting social distancing as the key to controlling 
the initial outbreak of an epidemic and reducing the number of infections and deaths.  In 
the next section, we summarize the key results for the effects of social distancing, with the 
model details shown in the appendix of this paper.  We then develop our main conceptual 
model of a sub-national government’s choice of social distancing policy.  

A key feature of our model is that it accounts for the inter-jurisdictional spillover 
effects of each sub-national jurisdiction’s choice of social-distancing policy. Each sub-
national government (henceforth a “state”) chooses its own level of social distancing, but 
the aggregate level of infection in the country is determined by the combined level of social 
distancing across all states.  Local deaths in turn are determined by aggregate infection and 
local policy.  We explore three institutional settings that determine social distancing for 
each state: a mandatory national policy that all states must adopt, a laissez-faire setting 
where each state sets its own policy, and a sub-national agreement where states form a 
coalition and choose policy  collectively.  Under both the laissez-faire setting and the sub-
national agreement, we also examine what happens when some states opt out, choosing to 
keep their economy open rather than impose strict social distancing. All outcomes are 
compared to the benchmark of a mandatory national policy. 

 Our analysis shows that a national policy entails higher social distancing and lower 
aggregate infection compared to the laissez-faire case.  Under laissez-faire, states do not 
take into account the impact of their choice on other states;  thus, the chosen policy is less 
stringent than would be collectively optimal.  When some states opt out of social 
distancing, the other states take this into account and end up social distancing even more.  
If the fraction of states without a policy is sufficiently high, the optimal response of the 
remaining states entails a higher level of social distancing than would be imposed under 
the optimal national policy.  Despite this, aggregate infection remains higher, reflecting the 
fact that participating states are worse off without a mandatory national policy.  

With a sub-national agreement, participating states always socially distance at least 
as much as they would under a national policy.  When all states participate, the policy 
outcome of the sub-national agreement coincides with the outcome under a national 
agreement.  But when some states opt out of the agreement, the participating states always 
adopt more stringent social distancing than under the national agreement, because the 
participating states are aware of the spillover effects on aggregate infection of some states 
not adopting any social distancing. This means that, as long as there are some states that do 
not participate, a sub-national agreement generates more aggregate infection and is more 
costly than a mandatory national policy.  On the other hand, unless a very high fraction of 
states do not participate, a sub-national agreement is less of an economic burden and 
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reduces aggregate infection compared to laissez-faire outcomes.  Consequently, in the 
absence of a national mandatory agreement, a sub-national agreement with sufficient 
coordination of social distancing policy among states yields a more effective and efficient 
control of a pandemic compared to states choosing policy unilaterally without 
coordination. 

We conclude our paper by discussing the policy implications of our work for combating 
COVID-19 and other health crises and outlining key areas for further research. 

 

1.1 Background 

 The CoronaNet Research Project has compiled a global database on government 
responses to the coronavirus based on nearly 13,890 announced policies across more than 
190 countries (Cheng et al. 2020). Of these policies, 6,778 (48.8%) can be categorized as 
social distancing actions, such as closure and regulation of schools, curfews, internal border 
restrictions, lockdowns, quarantines, restriction and regulation of businesses, restriction 
and regulation of government services, restrictions of mass gatherings and “social 
distancing” rules – i.e. policies that limit physical contact between individuals to at least 1.5 
meters or 6 feet.3 Provincial, state and municipal governments were responsible for 
instigating 47.2% of these social distancing policies and enforcing 78.5% of them.  As far as 
implementing social distancing, “subnational governments are at the frontline of the 
COVID-19 response” (OECD 2020b, p. 6). 

 However, a consequence of this de-centralized approach to social distancing is that 
it may be less effective in controlling the spread of the virus through a country’s 
population. Health outcomes enacted at the state or local level, such as control of the 
COVID-19 disease outbreak through social distancing, are local public goods with strong 
inter-jurisdictional spillovers (GMF Experts 2020; Pineda and Radics 2020; Ponce-
Rodríguez et al. 2018). An individual infected in a state or province with weak social 
distancing rules could transmit the disease when traveling to another state or province, 
even if the latter jurisdiction has a stronger social distancing policy. Equally, if a sub-
national government decides to opt out of social distancing, or relax its rules prematurely, 
any spike in transmission could easily spread to other jurisdictions. The potential spillover 
dangers in controlling the COVID-19 pandemic from sub-national governments adopting 
unilateral social distancing policies are summarized by Pineda and Radics (2020): “if each 
state or municipality were to implement their own, separate isolation rules, the resulting 
people movement patterns could undermine contagion-reduction efforts. While 
autonomous decision-making is a basic feature of decentralization, in areas where the 
general wellbeing is at stake, coordinated action is preferable.”  

                                                           
3 The other policy responses include anti-disinformation measures, declarations of emergency, external border 
restrictions, health monitoring, health resources, health testing, hygiene, new task force, bureau or administration, 
public awareness measures, and other policies.  See Cheng et al. (2020). 
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There may be many reasons why sub-national governments have chosen unilateral 
actions over coordination in response to the pandemic.  In the United States, with the 
absence of a national policy, the failure or slowness of some states to adopt social 
distancing measures is largely attributed to political differences and divisions between 
states (Adolph et al. 2020). Although some coordination of social distancing has occurred 
among a few neighboring states, the hands-off approach of the US federal government in 
favor of a unilateral approach by states has led to one of the highest deviations in sub-
national adoption of social distancing policies globally (GMF Experts 2020; McKenzie and 
Adams 2020; OECD 2020b). Other countries may have adopted a coordinated approach to 
social distancing among sub-national governments initially, but then differences have led to 
deviations from that consensus. For example, in Germany, increasing concerns about the 
social and economic harms done by prolonged social distancing measures led to some 
states openly disregarding and diverging from agreements with other state governments 
over a common policy (Büthe et al. 2020).  In the United Kingdom, disagreement over the 
public health implications of relaxing social distancing rules led to Scotland, Wales, 
Northern Ireland and England independently choosing different policies (BBC 2020). 

 Evidence is emerging that countries where sub-national governments have 
undertaken unilateral social distancing measures to combat the pandemic with little or no 
coordination have performed less well in controlling the spread of the disease (Hale et al. 
2020b; Imai et al. 2020; McKenzie and Adams 2020; GMF Experts 2020; Nouvellet et al. 
2020). Because of the lead role of sub-national governments in implementing social 
distancing during the pandemic, this has led to calls for greater policy coordination and 
agreement among states and provinces to improve their effectiveness in controlling the 
pandemic (GMF Experts 2020; OECD 2020b; Pineda and Radics 2020). Such views are 
backed by studies showing that control of disease and other health outcomes with local 
public good characteristics and inter-jurisdictions spillovers are enhanced by sub-national 
agreements and coordination over policy (Leland et al. 2020; Ponce-Rodríguez et al. 2018; 
Spicer et al. 2010). 

2. COVID-19 and Social Distancing 

A key assumption in the optimal policy model presented in the next section is that 
social distancing reduces the final number of infected individuals.  We justify this 
relationship here.   

 The standard assumption in basic disease models is that a novel virus like COVID-19 
will spread through the population based on contact and transmission between infected 
and susceptible individuals, and an epidemic will occur depending on whether or not the 
number of infected individuals initially increases or falls (Cobey 2020; Diekmann and 
Heesterbeek 2000; Eubank et al. 2020; Hethcote 2009; van Driessche 2017). If an epidemic 
occurs, this initial, or basic, reproduction rate of the virus (usually denoted R0) also 
determines the final size of the epidemic in terms of the number of infected individuals and 
deaths.  Absent a vaccine, the primary public health policy for controlling the initial 
outbreak of an epidemic is to reduce R0 through social distancing measures that reduce 
contact and transmission (Cobey 2020; Eubank et al. 2020; Ferguson et al. 2020). 
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In the appendix, we develop a simple dynamic model to show that social distancing not 
only reduces R0, but also the final number of infected and the cumulative number of deaths 
at the end of the outbreak.  The model assumes a large fixed population in a country that is 
initially free from a new contagious virus (e.g. COVID-19).  Whether an initial case of 
infection in the population results in an epidemic depends on the basic rate of reproduction 
R0. If 0 1R > , the number of infected individuals initially grows exponentially (see equation 
A.1); while if 𝑅𝑅0 < 1, the disease dies out. The total number of susceptible individuals who 
succumb to the virus and possibly die in the course of the epidemic is also determined by 
R0.  Consequently, if R0 is large, the final size of the population infected during the epidemic 
will be significant and the number of expected deaths will also be high (equation A.4).  This 
appears to be the experience with the COVID-19 outbreak in countries around the world.   

 While the model in the appendix assumes the entire population is governed by a 
single jurisdiction, this has not been the case for social distancing policies adopted during 
the COVID-19 outbreak (as discussed in the Introduction).  In many countries, state and 
provincial governments were responsible for instigating and enforcing social distancing 
measures, and for some countries, there were considerable differences in the stringency of 
policies adopted by different sub-national jurisdictions.  For example, McKenzie and Adams 
(2020) found that countries with the highest variation in sub-governmental social 
distancing measures, such as Nigeria, Uruguay, Australia, the United States and Canada, 
ranked among the lowest stringency of overall social distancing policy at the national level.  
In contrast, New Zealand and European countries such as France and Italy had the least 
differences in policies adopted at the sub-national level and also ranked high in overall 
national stringency of social distancing.  This raises important questions about the 
effectiveness of imposing social distancing, especially when there is an ineffective or non-
existent policy at the national level, and local jurisdictions vary considerable in the level of 
social distancing they choose to implement.  To explore further these questions, we 
develop a model of social distancing policy in a country is divided into sub-national 
jurisdictions. 

 

3. Model of Social Distancing with Sub-National Jurisdictions 

 There is a unit continuum of identical jurisdictions (or “states”) in a country that 
faces an outbreak of COVID-19. Each state i chooses a level of social distancing, di, that 
reduces the time its citizens spend interacting outside the home. The aggregate level of 
infection in the country, I, is determined by the combined level of social distancing across 
all states: 

( )1

0
1 jI d dj= α −∫             

where 0α > . The resulting deaths Di in state i depend on local distancing policy and on the 
aggregate level of infection that obtains nationally: 
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𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 = (1 − 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖)𝛾𝛾𝛾𝛾 = (1 − 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖)𝛼𝛼𝛾𝛾� �1 − 𝑑𝑑𝑗𝑗�𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,    
1

0
𝛾𝛾 > 0. 

In all states, the value of a statistical live is 0V > , while the local cost of distancing is icd  
for 0c > . To ensure policy is sufficiently valuable to make the problem interesting, we 
assume V cαγ > .    

 

4. Policy Equilibria 

 The determination of social distancing policy depends on the institutional setting. 
We consider three alternatives.  The algebraic solutions for each case are presented in 
Sections 4.1-4.3, while Section 4.4 presents and discusses a graphical summary of the main 
results. 

4.1 National policy 

 Since all states are identical, national policy consists of a mandatory distancing 
policy that all states must follow.  Chosen to minimize total social costs for the 
representative state, it solves 

( ) ( ){ }1

00 1
min 1 1

N

N N N

d
V d d dj cd

≤ ≤
− αγ − +∫  .        

The assumption 𝛼𝛼𝛾𝛾𝛼𝛼 > 𝑐𝑐 ensures the solution is interior.  It entails 

1
2

N cd
V

= −
αγ

 .           

The corresponding level of infection is 

( )1
2

N N cI d
V

= α − =
γ

 .          

4.2 Laissez faire 

Next, consider the situation without national policy.  Since each state has zero mass, 
it does not internalize the impact of its own policy on the aggregate level of infection.  It 
thus takes I as given and chooses di to solve 

min0≤𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖≤1{𝛼𝛼(1 − 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖)𝛾𝛾𝛾𝛾 + 𝑐𝑐 𝑑𝑑_𝑖𝑖}.        
 (1) 
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In equilibrium, aggregate infection is determined by the combined policy of all states, 
implying a fixed-point condition.  We first consider the equilibrium in which all states 
participate, then we consider the impact on outcomes and equilibrium policy when some 
states opt out. 

4.2.1 Full participation 

 Because the objective function is linear in the control, state i will choose 0id =  if
c V I> γ ,  𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖 = 1 if V I cγ > , and ( )0,1id ∈  ifV I cγ = .  Working through each case, the only 
fixed-point equilibrium occurs when di is interior. Thus,V I cγ = . 

 Since states are identical, we only consider symmetric equilibria.  We denote the 
full-participation state-led policy by dF.  It solves 

( )1 .FV d cγα − =             

Thus, 

1F cd
V

= −
αγ

 .          (2) 

The assumption V cαγ > ensures ( )0,1Fd ∈ . 

 The corresponding level of infection is 
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F cI
V

=
γ

 .           (3) 

 It is easy to see that 

1 1
2

F Nc cd d
V V

= − < − =
αγ αγ

          

While 

2
F Nc cI I

V V
= > =
γ γ

 .          

State-led policy entails lower social distancing and higher aggregate infection.  Unlike the 
national government, states do not internalize the burden that their contribution to 
aggregate infection imposes on other states.  Society is better off if policy is set at a national 
scale. 

4.2.2. Incomplete participation 

 Next, suppose fraction ϕ of states opt out of social-distancing measures entirely, 
choosing 0id = .  States might do this for various reasons, including political or ideological 
ones, though the origin of their behavior is outside the model. 

 The remaining states do what is locally optimal, taking as given the equilibrium level 
of aggregate infection.  The choice problem for participating states remains the same as 
described in equation (5) with the difference that the equilibrium level of infection that 
states correctly anticipate is now affected by the absence of social distancing in non-
participating states. 

  Since participating states are identical, we look for a symmetric equilibrium (i.e., 
where all participating states do the same thing). Let dI denote the incomplete-
participation state-led policy.  Given a candidate dI, aggregate infection is 

( )( )1 1 II d = α φ+ −φ −   . 

As before, the condition for an interior equilibrium is 

( )( )1 1 IV d c γα φ+ −φ − =  . 

Solving for ( )Id φ  and imposing the upper bound implies 
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1 1 , for  
1

1,  for

I

c c
V Vd
c
V

  
− φ <  − φ αγ αγ  = 

 φ ≥ αγ

 .       (4) 

The equilibrium policy reduces to the full participation case when 0φ = .  As ϕ increases, dI 

increases until the threshold ˆ c
V

φ =
αγ

, after which 1Id = .  The assumption V cαγ >  ensures

ˆ 1φ < . 

 The corresponding level of infection is 

,  for 

,  for 

I

c c
V V

I
c
V

 φ <γ αγ= 
φα φ ≥
 αγ

      .         (5) 

4.3 Sub-national agreement 

 Finally, suppose the participating states form a coalition, acting together to pick the 
distancing level that is collectively optimal.  A candidate sub-national agreement is a target
d̂  that all participants implement. 

 Aggregate infection under the agreement is 

( )( )ˆ1 1I d = α φ+ −φ −   . 

The policy that minimizes total social costs for the coalition solves 

( ) ( )( ){ }ˆ0 1
ˆ ˆ ˆmin 1 1 1

d
V d d cd

≤ ≤
 αγ − φ+ −φ − + 

 . 

To solve this, define ˆ1 dθ = −  and VΓ = αγ . Then the problem can be written as 

[ ] ( ) 2

0 1
min 1c c
≤θ≤

+ φΓ − θ+ −φ Γθ  . 

If the term in brackets is non-negative, then the solution is a corner solution with 0θ = , 
which implies ˆ 1d = .  This is true provided ϕ is greater than or equal to φ̂  such that 
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ˆ 0cφΓ − = . 

Thus, ˆ c
V

φ =
αγ

 . 

If ˆφ < φ  then the solution is interior and satisfies the first-order condition: 

( )2 1 0cφΓ − + −φ Γθ = . 

This implies
1 1
2 1

c
V

 
θ = −φ − φ αγ 

 .Thus, 

1 1ˆ 1
2 1

cd
V

 
= − −φ − φ αγ 

 .        (6) 

It is easy to show that this coincides with the national policy when 0φ = .   

    Combining the results above, the equilibrium sub-national agreement takes the 
form 

( )
11 ,  if 0

2 1ˆ

1,  if 1

c c
V V

d
c
V

  
− −φ ≤ φ <  − φ αγ αγ  = 

 ≤ φ ≤ αγ

. 

It follows that aggregate infection is 

,  if 0
2

,  if 1

SNA

c c
V VI

c
V

  α
φ+ ≤ φ <  αγ αγ  = 

αφ ≤ φ ≤ αγ

 .     (7) 

It is easy to see that SNA NI I=  when 0φ = .   

 5. Discussion 

Figures 1 and 2 compare social distancing and aggregate infection under the three 
policy equilibria described above.  Figure 1 plots the level of social distancing chosen by 
participating states (nonparticipants do not social distance) as a function of the fraction of 
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states that do not participate.  Figure 2 replicates the same plot with aggregate infection in 
place of social distancing.  

With full participation, 𝜙𝜙 = 0, social distancing in the sub-national agreement is the 
same as under national policy and is twice as high as under laissez faire.  As more states opt 
out (higher 𝜙𝜙) the optimal social distancing in participating states increases under both 
laissez faire and the sub-national agreement; a higher fraction of non-participants implies 
higher aggregate infection, which induces greater social distancing by participating states.  
With positive 𝜙𝜙, social distancing in the sub-national agreement is always higher than what 
it would be under the optimal national policy, even though aggregate infection with a 
national agreement is lower.  This happens because the participating states do more to 
partially make up for the lack of social distancing in non-participating states.  Despite more 
social distancing by the participating states, aggregate infection is still higher.  In addition, 
social distancing under the sub-national agreement is higher than under laissez faire, 
provided the fraction of non-participants is not too high.  
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 The mandatory national policy always produces the best health outcome, in terms of 
the lowest aggregate infection, compared to leaving sub-national governments to set social 
distancing policy (see Figure 2).  This is certainly the case if states decide their own policy 
unilaterally (i.e. the laissez-faire outcome).  However, if sub-national governments form a 
coalition to agree collectively on a social distancing policy, such an agreement can lower 
substantially aggregate infection as more states participate.  If all states join, then their 
collective action replicates the health outcome of the mandatory national policy. On the 
other hand, if a large fraction of states do not participate, aggregate infection will rise, and 
above some threshold of non-participation ( c Vφ ≥ αγ  in our model), infection will 
converge to the same level and high rate of increase as under laissez-faire. 

 These results suggest that, absent national leadership, there is a significant role for 
cooperation among sub-national governments to improve aggregate outcomes. Because 
controlling disease outbreaks such as COVID-19 through social distancing has strong 
spillover impacts across jurisdictions within a country, states and provinces that refuse to 
socially distance impose large costs on other jurisdictions.  Moreover, there is a rising 
economic burden imposed on participating states as the fraction of states that opt out 
increases.  Because of the inter-jurisdictional spillover of the pandemic, sub-national 
governments that do adopt social distancing have to adopt even more stringent policies, 
and as a result, face higher costs.  Meanwhile, aggregate infection in the country rises as 
more states and provinces do not impose social distancing.  In comparison, if more states 
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and provinces cooperate and adopt a common social distancing policy, not only does the 
economic burden fall but also aggregate infection declines, eventually approaching the 
level reached with the optimal national policy. 

 Our findings do not bode well for countries, such as Nigeria, Uruguay, Australia, the 
United States and Canada, which have displayed great variation in social distancing policies 
across their states or provinces—suggesting limited cooperation across sub-national 
jurisdictions (McKenzie and Adams 2020).  It may also pose problems for Germany and the 
United Kingdom, where cooperation among sub-national jurisdictions have shown signs of 
fragmenting (BBC 2020; Büthe et al. 2020). Other evidence suggests that countries where 
sub-national governments have undertaken unilateral social distancing measures to 
combat the pandemic with little or no coordination have performed less well in controlling 
the spread of the disease (Hale et al. 2020b; Imai et al. 2020; GMF Experts 2020; Nouvellet 
et al. 2020).  

Thus, our model strongly supports calls for greater cooperation among and 
assistance for sub-national governments to improve the effectiveness of their social 
distancing efforts in controlling the pandemic (GMF Experts 2020; OECD 2020b; Pineda 
and Radics 2020).  As Pineda and Radics (2020) conclude, “While autonomous decision-
making is a basic feature of decentralization, in areas where the general wellbeing is at 
stake coordinated action is preferable.” 

 

6. Conclusion 

 During the COVID-19 outbreak, the primary public health policy for controlling the 
spread of the pandemic has been the adoption of social distancing, such as physical 
distancing rules, stay-at home orders, school closures, lockdowns, curfews closing of non-
essential businesses, banning of mass gatherings, quarantining and similar regulations to 
restrict person-to-person contact. Moreover, across many countries, it has been largely 
sub-national governments, such as states, provinces and municipalities, which have been 
responsible for instigating and enforcing social distancing (Cheng et al. 2020; GMF Experts 
2020; Imai et al. 2020; Nouvellet et al. 2020). 

 To our knowledge, our paper is the first to analyze systematically the potential 
effectiveness of the sub-national approach to social distancing in controlling the COVID-19 
pandemic.  Our simple disease outbreak model demonstrates the public health case for 
adopting social distancing as the key to controlling the initial outbreak of an epidemic and 
reducing the number of infections and deaths.  However, this outcome presumes that social 
distancing is a mandatory national policy imposed across all jurisdictions of a country.  This 
is one institutional setting that we explore in our model of sub-national decision making on 
social distancing.  The other two cases are a laissez-faire setting whereby each state 
determines its own social distancing policy, and a sub-national agreement outcome 
whereby states form a coalition and collectively choose a social distancing policy that they 
all pursue.  The key policy implication to emerge from this analysis is that, in the absence of 
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national leadership or a mandatory policy on social distancing, greater cooperation among 
sub-national governments can reduce aggregate infection from a new disease outbreak 
such as COVID-19 as well as reduce the economic burden borne by sub-national 
jurisdictions. 

 This suggests that national governments can best support a de-centralized approach 
to social distancing and other health policies to control the pandemic by actively 
encouraging and fostering sub-national governments to coordinate and collectively set 
their policies.  Health outcomes enacted at the state or local level, such as control of the 
COVID-19 disease outbreak through social distancing, are local public goods with strong 
inter-jurisdictional spillovers (GMF Experts 2020; Pineda and Radics 2020; Ponce-
Rodríguez et al. 2018). Studies show that control of disease and other health outcomes with 
local public good characteristics and inter-jurisdictions spillovers are enhanced by sub-
national agreements and coordination over policy (Leland et al. 2020; Ponce-Rodríguez et 
al. 2018; Spicer et al. 2010).  However, sub-national governments may need substantial 
support from central government to enhance coordination (GMF Experts 2020; OECD 
2020b), and in the case of developing countries, the support may need to come from the 
international community to strengthen capacity and provide additional resources to assist 
sub-national governments (Pineda and Radics 2020). 

 National governments may also need to provide more direct financial assistance to 
support social distancing policies adopted by sub-national jurisdictions. In OECD countries, 
sub-national governments are responsible for 55% of average country expenditure on 
public order and safety, and there is evidence that states, provinces and municipalities are 
suffering severe economic burdens from the coronavirus outbreak as it raises both local 
health service demand and public order spending due to lockdowns and other social 
distancing measures (OECD 2020a).  Financial support from central governments could 
ease this economic burden of social distancing and health policies imposed by sub-national 
jurisdictions, which as our model shows is disproportionately born by the jurisdictions that 
adopt such policies. 

 Further research in these areas is clearly warranted.  First, we need more research 
on the effectiveness and economic costs of de-centralizing social distancing and other 
policies to combat pandemics and improve health outcomes to sub-national entities.  
Second, our model focuses on the potential consequences for policy choices of inter-
jurisdictional spillovers with respect to controlling a pandemic, such as COVID-19, within a 
country.  But clearly any pandemic also may also spillover across national borders, for 
example through international travel and migration. During the pandemic, governments 
imposed 1,123 external border restrictions to limit such spillovers (Cheng et al. 2020).  The 
effectiveness of coordinating such national policies across supra-national groupings, such 
as the European Union, the North American Free Trade Agreement, the Association of 
Southeast Asian Nations and the African Union, could be an important extension to our 
analysis.  Finally, although our approach is applied to analyzing sub-national social 
distancing policies enacted to control COVID-19, it is easily extended to include other de-
centralized policies enacted by sub-national governments that have large inter-
jurisdictional spillovers.  These include important educational, health and environmental 
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policies (Leland et al. 2020; Ponce-Rodríguez et al. 2018; Spicer et al. 2010).  For example, 
one promising extension is to climate change policy, where sub-national governments are 
increasingly taking an active role around the world, especially where there is a lack of 
leadership or effective policy at the national level (Somanathan et al. 2014). 
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Appendix: Model of Disease Outbreak and Social Distancing 

Assume a large fixed population of size N, which is initially free from a new 
contagious virus with a risk of mortality (e.g. COVID-19).  At any time t, the population 
includes a subset ( )S t  that is susceptible to the virus, and a subset that is infected ( )I t .  
Each infected individual has a probability γ of dying, and so deaths among .the population 
are ( ) ( )D t I t= γ .  The average duration of an infection is E (in units of time). 

The basic reproduction rate 0R of a disease is the expected number of secondary 
cases per primary case in a population of individuals susceptible to the new disease (Cobey 
2020; van den Driessche 2017). Thus, R0 is the initial growth rate of the disease in the 
human population.  For many disease models, an explicit expression for R0 can be found in 
terms of the parameters, which is the also the case for the model developed here. We 
derive this basic reproduction rate as follows. 

The contact process is generally modeled by assuming that each individual has a 
certain expected number of contacts per unit of time κ with other individuals, which is 
independent of population size. Then S Nκ  of these contacts are with susceptible 
individuals. If the probability that contact results in transmission is denoted as p, then each 
infected individual passes the virus to p S Nκ  susceptible individuals per unit of time. 

Suppose that initially the entire population is susceptible to the virus and one 
individual is infected, so that ( )0 1S N= −  and infected ( )0 1I = .  As all the contacts of this 
single individual are with susceptible people, then using as dot over a variable to denote 
the change in that variable with respect to time, whether there is an initial increase in the 
number of infected individuals can be denoted as 

( )
( ) ( )0

00 1

1 0
,I

R S
I R p E p E

E N=

−
= = κ = κ ,       (A.1) 

where we make use of that fact that, for a large population, ( ) ( )0 1 1S N N N= − ≈ . As is 
clear from (A.1), whether the initial infection results in an epidemic depends on the basic 
rate of reproduction R0. It has a threshold value 1, in that an epidemic will result from the 
introduction of the infective agent if 0 1R > , as the number of infected individuals initially 
starts growing exponentially at rate ( )0 1R E− . It follows that the expected number of 

deaths also grow exponentially at the rate D I= γ  . In comparison, if 0 1R ≤  then there is no 
initial spreading of the infection. For many disease models, an explicit expression for R0 in 
(1) can be derived in terms of the parameters of the model (Hethcote 2009; van den 
Driessche 2017). For example, in the classic susceptible- infected-removed (SIR) model, the 
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disease transmission rate is p Nβ = κ , the recovery rate is 0v > , and the average duration 

of an infection is 1E v= ; consequently, 0R v= β . 

 The total number of susceptible individuals who succumb to the virus in the course 
of the epidemic is also determined by R0.  This is particularly the case if it is unclear 
whether recovery from the virus confers immunity to an individual, and so all individuals 
are either infected or susceptible to infection. In a constant population, and with infection 
spreading to more and more individuals, the number of people who are susceptible to the 
virus can only decrease, and so in the long run ( )S t  must converge to a finite value. It 
follows that there must also be a finite number of individuals who are infected sooner or 
later, with some of them expected to die with probability γ. To show this, we adapt the 
approach of Diekmann and Heesterbeek (2000). 

 Defining s S N= , we denote *s as the proportion of the population at the end of the 
outbreak that is still susceptible to the virus. Consequently, ( )* *1I N s= − is the final size of 

the population that became infected in the epidemic, and the expected number of deaths 
are *Iγ . At time t0, an individual that is susceptible and experiences a force of infection

( )tλ  for 0t t>  will escape from being infected with probability 

( )
( )

( )0
0, , 1

t

t
d dFF t e F F t

dt
− λ t t∫= = −λ =  .       (A.2) 

As the population is large, in the long run ( )* *lim
t

s F t F
→∞

= = , i.e. the fraction that remains 

susceptible to the virus equals the probability to remain susceptible.  It follows that

( )
0t

d
∞
λ t t∫  can be defined as the total cumulative force of infection.  As the susceptible 

individual has contacts with others with probability1 N , the fraction of the population that 
is infected in the long run i* generates a total cumulative force of infection equal to 

( )
*

* 01 R Ip E I
N N

κ = .           (A.3)  

Hence 

( )*
0 1* * R ss F e− −

= =  and ( )* *
0ln 1s R s= −        (A.4) 

When 0 1R >  and an epidemic occurs, then *0 1s< < . A certain fraction of the population 
escapes from ever getting infected with the virus, and that fraction is completely 
determined by R0. The larger R0 is, the smaller is the fraction that escapes, and it is 
negligibly small for large values of R0.  Consequently, if R0 is large, the final size of the 
population infected during the epidemic ( )* *1I N s= −  will be significant and the number of 
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expected deaths *vI will also be high.  This appears to be the experience with the COVID-19 
outbreak around the world. 

Social distancing 

As equations (A.1) and (A.4) indicate, the key to controlling the initial outbreak of an 
epidemic and reducing the number of infections and deaths is through reducing R0.  

Assume that the population N lives in a single jurisdiction i, and chooses a level of social 
distancing di.  We choose units of di so that the contact rate becomes ( )1 idκ − . The more 
stringent the social distancing policy chosen, the lower the contact rate between infected 
and susceptible individuals.  Even if social distancing is incapable of stopping the epidemic 
from occurring, i.e. 0 1R > still, equation (A.1) indicates that the policy will still slow down 
the initial spread of the virus as the growth rate declines to ( )( )01 1id R E− − .It follows that 
the initial growth in expected number of deaths is also lower. Similarly, the second 
equation in (A.4) now becomes 

( ) ( )* *
0ln 1 1is d R s= − − .         (A.5) 

As ( ) 0 01 id R R− < , a larger fraction of the population ** *s s> escapes from ever 
getting infected with the virus.  Consequently, the final number of infected individuals

( )** **1I N s= − is lower, and so are the expected number of deaths **vI .  
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